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One
|

If everything goes well, by August we can sit back and 
enjoy good food, sleep, and spa treatments. We can 
raise a glass to a future in which you receive every-
thing you’ve never dared to dream. Then my work will 
be done, and I won’t regret the price of your new life  
one bit.
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A
fter the funeral, nothing went back to the way it had been. 
As Norma fell behind the other guests and slipped onto the 
road leading to the cemetery gates, she still tried to make 
herself believe it was possible, though. Her mother wouldn’t 

have been offended that she’d already ordered a taxi, and Norma 
didn’t care about any of the rest of it: relatives she hardly knew, 
scheming heirs, the fate of the ancestral home of the Naakka fam-
ily, which was sure to come up over the Karelian pasties and savory 
sandwich cake as her grandmother interjected observations spun 
from her brittle memory. Norma would leave the farce behind to 
try to return to normal life and meet her mother’s death head- on. 
No more avoiding places that reminded Norma of her. No more 
being late to work. No more taking taxis instead of the metro, and 
no more bursting into tears each morning as she tore at her hair 
with a metal- toothed comb. She wouldn’t forget to eat or drink 
enough, and she wouldn’t let the life she and her mother had spent 
so much work building together fall apart. She would prepare for 
her workday the next morning just as before: she would pick the 
lint from the back of her blouse and pack her purse with baby oil 
to tame her curls, diazepam and meclizine to calm her mind and 
body. Into the bottom of the bag she would toss a travel- size bottle 
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n o r m a

of Elnett hair spray because that was the smell of a normal work-
day, the choice of women who had their lives in order. That was 
the kind of woman she intended to be.

After armoring herself for the day to come, she would enter the 
Sörnäinen Metro Station, melt into the flowing mass of humanity, 
and allow the escalator to carry her to the platform as on any other 
day. The air current would flap the hem of her skirt, people would 
browse their phones and free newspapers, and none of them would 
remember the tragedy that had happened on that same platform. 
Only she would think of it as she prepared to confront the ten-
sion that had dominated her workplace through months of labor 
negotiations. She would realize that nothing in her life had stopped 
other than her mother’s life.

There was no sign of her taxi. Norma leaned against the ceme-
tery fence and allowed relief to swim into the bubble formed by 
the benzos and scopolamine. She had survived the funeral. She 
hadn’t spotted deception in anyone’s commiseration, or hypocrisy 
in words of sympathy. She hadn’t fainted, vomited, or had a panic 
attack even though some people had come close enough to hug 
her. She’d behaved like a model daughter and was finally ready 
to remove her sunglasses, which had begun to slip down her nose 
from sweat caused by the heat. Then, just as she was shoving them 
into her bag, a man she didn’t know came up to her to express his 
condolences. Norma pushed the glasses back on. She didn’t want 
company.

“The others already went that way.” Norma motioned toward 
the restaurant where the reception was being held and pulled the 
brim of her hat down lower. Instead of leaving, the man extended 
his hand. Norma ignored the greeting and turned away. She had 
no interest in interacting with strangers.
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But the man didn’t give up. He grabbed Norma’s hand. “Lam-
bert,” the man said. “Max Lambert. One of your mother’s old 
friends.”

“I don’t remember her ever mentioning you.”
The man laughed. “Did you and your mother talk about all 

your friends? It’s been ages. When we were younger, Anita and I 
had some real adventures together.”

Norma pulled her hand away. She could feel the man’s grip 
on her fingers like a stamp pressed into her skin against her will, 
and he had used the past tense referring to her mother. It sounded 
like an insult. Norma hadn’t moved on to that stage yet, and this 
man didn’t look like one of her mother’s friends. Norma and Anita 
Ross’s life had been cloistered, their social contact limited to the 
circles required for their work. What few acquaintances each had 
had, the other knew, and this man was not one of them.

The man’s hair was slicked back, and his hairline with its wid-
ow’s peak looked like that of a younger man. The same couldn’t be 
said of his skin. The harsh rays of the sun had carved deep lines in 
his face, and his tan couldn’t conceal bags and broken blood vessels 
beneath his eyes from years of devoted alcohol consumption. The 
previous night’s beer stank on his glistening temples. The man’s 
suit was also yesterday’s vintage, the knees of his trousers hang-
ing loosely. Everything about him sagged, fitting poorly with the 
serenity of the surrounding conifers. However, he spoke politely 
enough, his suit was a black appropriate to the occasion, and the 
fabric looked expensive. His cologne was fresh Kouros, not some-
thing that had been sitting on the shelf for years, and his shampoo 
was salon quality. That was where Norma’s examination ended. 
Her nose was plugged by drugs and sorrow, and the antinausea 
patches behind her ears pumped hyoscine steadily into her veins, 
so she couldn’t read the man any more carefully. When she noticed 
a lock that had escaped from her ponytail twisting like a cork-
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screw, she panicked and glanced at the clock on her phone. The 
taxi should have come by now.

The man took a pair of mirrored sunglasses from a pocket and 
put them on. “May I offer you a ride?”

“No, thank you. I have a taxi coming.”
The man’s laugh was that of an old gambler, and he sidled up 

closer to Norma. Something in his voice reminded her of the chat-
ter of a gaggle of tourists. You could always find some wag in the 
group who talked louder than the others and cracked jokes that 
everyone laughed at even when the punch line fell flat.

“Well, please get in touch soon. We can take care of all this 
unpleasant business so you can continue your life.”

The man produced a card from a tarnished case that must have 
been silver and shoved it into Norma’s hand. The gold chain that 
encircled his wrist glinted in the sun. He might have won the case in 
a game of cards or stolen it. Cinematic possibilities flashed through 
Norma’s mind: What if her mother had had an affair with this man, 
and what if Norma had sisters and brothers she didn’t know about? 
Even worse, what if this man was her real father instead of Reijo 
Ross? Why was she even thinking like this? What if the man had 
simply come to the wrong funeral?

By the time Margit called, the taxi was nearly in Kallio. Norma 
answered after the sixth ring. Lambert’s card still rested in her 
lap, and she snapped its corners as her aunt attempted to persuade 
her to come back to the reception. The cardstock was sturdy and 
expensive, a cream hue with embossed gold lettering. There was 
no title and no address. On a whim, Norma asked her aunt whether 
Max Lambert had come to the memorial service.

The name didn’t mean anything to Margit. Norma’s guess about 
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the wrong funeral must have been correct, and she was just about 
to roll down the window and throw the card into the wind.

“Wait, do you mean Helena’s ex- husband?” Margit asked.
Norma started in surprise. She must have numbed herself too 

much for the funeral. That was why she hadn’t made the connec-
tion: her mother’s best friend had the same last name as the man 
who had just introduced himself.

“Why on earth would Max Lambert come to Anita Ross’s 
funeral?” Margit asked. “That’s impossible.”

“I think I just saw him. Isn’t he there now?”
“No.”
“Could he have come in Helena’s place?”
“Don’t you remember how Helena and Lambert split up? Your 

mother would never have wanted that man here.”
In the background of the phone call, Norma could hear the muted  

voice of the priest and the clinking of plates. When she heard Lam-
bert’s name, Margit had sounded bitter, but now her tone turned 
impatient. Even so, she spoke of Helena with respect, as if Norma’s 
mother could hear them— no one treated Helena with as much com-
passion as Norma’s mother had. And for a moment, her mother was 
alive again, in this conversation that still adhered to her wishes.

“Those years resulted in a few good children but otherwise 
only sorrow. Think about what happened to Helena.” Margit took 
a drink of something, and the glass tinkled. “Forget the whole 
thing. You must have been mistaken.”

Crazy Helena’s husband. Norma’s mother couldn’t abide any-
one calling Helena names, and she had rarely spoken of her visits 
with her friend. However, over the past few years, her mother vis-
ited Kuopio more and more often, and Norma had deduced that 
Helena was either better or worse. But she hadn’t asked. Hospi-
tals reminded Norma of the fates that deviants always faced, and 
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she’d already heard plenty of those stories from her mother. She 
had enough torment. And she didn’t know Helena personally— 
she could barely remember her. It wasn’t until this very moment 
that she realized she hadn’t asked Margit whether anyone had noti-
fied Helena of Norma’s mother’s death, if Helena was even lucid 
enough to understand anyway.

“Those friends were only trouble.” Margit was becoming agi-
tated again, but her words formed slowly and her mouth was full 
of cotton, as if she’d taken a sedative.

“Friends, what friends?”
Norma wondered whether Margit would recognize Lambert 

anymore. He’d left for Sweden decades ago with Reijo Ross, and 
neither had been seen in the old town since. They hadn’t even 
come home to bury their own parents.

“Do you mean Reijo? Is anyone there from Reijo’s family? 
Maybe Lambert came with one of the Rosses.”

“Rosses? Please! The past is the past. No good will come of 
digging it up.”

Norma’s aunt was probably right, and her mother would have 
agreed. She had wanted to keep these people where they belonged, 
in the past. But if no one had been in contact with Reijo, Lambert’s 
old friend, or with Helena, where had Lambert heard about the 
accident? Norma didn’t remember what the obituary said, whether 
it mentioned the funeral. Margit had handled that too. The report 
in the newspaper had definitely not included her mother’s name: A 
woman died after falling under a metro train in Sörnäinen. According 
to the police, there was no foul play.

Norma pressed another pill out of its blister pack and dropped the 
business card into her bag. Directory Information said that the 
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man’s phone number was either private or a prepaid account with 
no address attached. Her mother would have known what to do. 
Although the false ebullience of the summer radio playlist didn’t fit 
the day, Norma asked the taxi driver to turn it up. It covered the 
sniffing. The helplessness. She was over thirty and still used to her 
mother solving most of the difficult problems that confronted her.

Her mother would never have left her alone to cope with a shady 
old man who affected her hair like an electric shock.
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B
ack at the reception, Marion glanced at Alvar, who shook 
his head imperceptibly. There was no sign of the girl. Nor 
of Lambert. Marion cursed to herself. She wished she could 
have talked to Norma first.

“More coffee?” The woman who asked was in her fifties and 
seemed a little lost. A restrained smile was frozen on her face and 
had remained even when she accidentally tried to enter the men’s 
restroom and ran into the door.

“Beautiful ceremony. Just like Anita would have wanted.” 
Alvar’s familiar tone dispelled the need for an introduction. He 
acted as if they were Anita’s old friends and trusted that the woman 
would blame her own weak memory rather than presuming to ask 
who they were.

“We didn’t really know what to do,” the woman said. “The 
funeral home said that in cases like this, cremation is most com-
mon. But we decided to do the burial this way because of my 
mother’s condition. She would have been too upset if we’d violated 
tradition.”

So this was Anita’s sister, Margit. She had stood next to Anita’s 
mother at the grave. Elli Naakka had seemed frail and distant, just 
as confused as Anita had said. The old woman had been startled 
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when the other woman burst into tears and faltered as earth fell 
on the casket, patting her hand as if offering comfort to a passing 
acquaintance. She hadn’t recognized Margit or understood that 
they were burying her own daughter. That had reassured Marion, 
but she still wished the elderly woman could have understood what 
was happening. She wanted to see her tears.

Alvar placed his hand on Margit’s shoulder and took the coffee-
pot from her. “I can help you pour. Your decision about the burial 
was very considerate.”

“Of course we didn’t tell Mother what happened,” Margit said. 
“If you speak to her, don’t be surprised if she talks about a stroke. 
You must be one of Anita’s friends from the post office.”

Marion extended her coffee cup to her brother to buy time to 
think, but Alvar simply said yes. Apparently Anita hadn’t men-
tioned getting fired or her new job at Shear Magic. That wasn’t 
unusual; people were always ashamed to lose their jobs, even 
these days, and Anita definitely wouldn’t have wanted to explain 
her new work to this crowd. The speeches during the reception 
all recounted memories of summers at the old house in the coun-
try and other such drivel. They had little to do with Anita’s real 
life. Marion felt the irritation smoldering in her breast flare again. 
People who didn’t know Anita shouldn’t be seeing her off. Anita 
would have hated an event like this. She would have wanted wine 
and dancing and ABBA. And Helena, not Lambert. As the priest 
spoke at the grave, Lambert had whispered to Marion that they’d 
worried for nothing, everything was going fine. No one brought 
up Helena, and no one seemed to remember Lambert, let alone his 
children, Marion and Alvar. Time had done its work.

“We had no way to know that Anita was dealing with anything 
like this,” Margit continued.

“Depression can be treacherous,” Alvar agreed.
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“You didn’t notice anything either?”
“Maybe Anita was a bit more withdrawn lately,” Alvar said, 

turning to Marion for confirmation. She would have to say some-
thing. But she couldn’t. She fumbled in her pockets for a tissue 
but couldn’t find any unused. Alvar handed her a napkin. Marion 
pressed it to her eyes.

“Anita was never very social,” Margit said. “I should have called 
more often. I should have made her tell me how she was doing.”

“How is Norma holding up?” Alvar asked. “This must be hard-
est on her.”

“Norma is so much like her mother. She keeps things to herself.”
“If there’s any way we can help . . .”
“Thank you. I’ll remember that,” Margit said. “I’d like to talk 

to some of Anita’s other co- workers, but I just don’t recognize any 
of them.” She then reported how she’d called the switchboard at 
the post office to ask them to let everyone know about Anita’s 
funeral, but the woman who answered the phone hadn’t known 
Anita.

“The post office has so much turnover these days,” Alvar said.
The conversation was beginning to move in a bothersome direc-

tion. Marion would let her brother handle the rest. She edged away, 
and Alvar gave a small nod as he continued to pour coffee. Margit 
seemed to have forgotten all about looking for Anita’s co- workers 
by the time they reached the second guest with an empty cup. The 
coffeepot had been a cunning move on Alvar’s part, allowing him 
to circulate naturally through the entire group.

The men of the family still stood around as they had in the cem-
etery, stiff and uncomfortable in their suits, hands clasped behind 
their backs. Lambert had done the same. It was a masculine way to 
express piety. But it didn’t fit Lambert, least of all at Anita’s funeral. 
It seemed false. As Marion moved among the guests, words flit-
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ted by her that expressed shock and confusion, lamentation that 
no one had sensed anything— as if any of them could have, given 
how few people had even seen Anita since she moved to Helsinki. 
Marion didn’t understand why this crowd had shown up. Perhaps 
to assuage their guilt at having lost touch or in order to be able 
to gossip to the other people in the village about the tragedy that 
had befallen the Naakka family. People’s reaction to violent death 
was always the same. They were hypocritical but full of curiosity, 
and the rumors would continue for decades, especially if the death 
couldn’t be explained with rationality but rather its lack. Marion 
would still try to reach the girl, but then this charade would be 
over and she would leave.
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N
orma climbed out of the car, ripping the scopolamine 
patches from behind her ears and inside her elbows, and lit 
a cigarette. She would throw these clothes with their cem-
etery smell into the backyard trash bin, cut away the sorrow 

of the day, and open the bottle of red wine she’d stashed in the 
kitchen cupboard to make waiting for tomorrow morning more 
bearable. She just had to open the gate and enter. Over the past few 
weeks, that step had become the most difficult.

Twelve years before, everything had been different. The same 
gate had welcomed her and her mother, opening as if by itself— 
their move to the city had felt like the best decision ever. Norma 
had just received her graduation cap when they left behind the 
Naakka home and the oppressive village community surrounding 
it. They’d found perfect apartments in the same building, consid-
ering it such a stroke of luck that they celebrated by riding from 
one end of the metro line to the other and back again.

Twelve years later that symbol of urban life had ridden right 
over Norma’s mother, one day after she returned from a vacation 
to Thailand. Norma couldn’t help wondering whether she could 
have stopped it. Would she have picked up on some sign of her 
mother’s mental state if she’d called that night? If she’d climbed 
those few extra stairs to her apartment?
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Instead she’d spent her evening out with an occasional lover. 
During those hours her mother had sent one final message to 
Norma: Dinner tomorrow? I have presents! Norma hadn’t read it 
until the morning. Even if her mother had called, she wouldn’t 
have answered. She’d needed to forget the mood at work after 
spending the last week watching the expressions of the managers 
and the executives as they slipped down the stairwell. The janitor, 
who was always in the know, had begun avoiding the smoking 
spot, which was a sign that the negotiations were not going well. 
The thought of having to rehash all that with her mother as soon as 
she returned home made Norma anxious. Instead she had focused 
on her glass, a forgettable man, and emptying her mind. She would 
see her mother the next day.

When Norma received the call at work, she thought it had some-
thing to do with the labor negotiations and hurried to the confer-
ence room, ready to show off her best qualities. But what she found 
was a pair of police officers. The female officer’s hair smelled 
of birch shampoo, healthy living, and high doses of vitamin C. 
Norma’s locks curled tighter, and the thought flashed through her 
mind that she was going to survive the cutbacks— no one would 
fire a person who had just lost her mother in a tragic accident. 
Later this embarrassed her. In that moment she should have been  
thinking anything else.

News spread instantly through the building, and her purse  
filled with crisis hotline cards. Her closest co- worker whispered 
about an article she’d read in the paper, according to which the 
metro hired only drivers who could survive seeing someone  
throw herself on the tracks, because it always happened sooner or 
later. This reminded Norma that the train operator had been the 
last person to see her mother alive. Her mother’s last second, last 
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step, last breath. Probably everything had happened so quickly 
that the driver hadn’t registered any of it. But that person should 
have been Norma, not a train operator, not the perfect strangers 
on the platform.

When the old woman’s gaze came to rest on Marion, Marion real-
ized she had made a mistake. Confusion parted like a curtain as 
the old woman stood up with surprising agility and attempted to 
spit at her. The priest standing nearby jumped, and heads turned 
toward Elli Naakka. After a moment of silence, everyone began 
covering up the embarrassing incident with the clinking of coffee 
cups, spooning more food onto their plates.

“Maybe she thought you were Helena,” Alvar said.
Her brother had appeared unobserved at her side and began 

leading Marion, who stood frozen in place, toward the door of the 
restaurant.

Marion’s mouth was dry, and her hands trembled. This was 
exactly why she didn’t want to see anyone who remembered Hel-
ena. “I don’t look that much like her,” she whispered.

“Of course not, and no one else here would connect you to her.” 
Alvar brushed her hair out of her eyes. “Put it out of your mind. 
Anita’s mother has dementia.”

But Elli Naakka’s gaze was sharp and full of accusation. She 
did understand she was at her daughter’s funeral; she blamed Hel-
ena and wanted to say that this never would have happened if not 
for Helena’s deranged presence in Anita’s life. No, Marion knew 
she was letting her imagination run away with her. Elli Naakka 
didn’t understand what had happened. Marion had approached the 
old woman only so she could tell Lambert that she’d tried at least. 
She’d been sure she couldn’t get anything out of Elli Naakka, that 
the old woman wouldn’t even recognize her.
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“Try to calm down. Remember why we came here. Is there 
anyone you remember seeing with Anita?” Alvar asked.

Marion shook her head. They were spying on Anita’s funeral, 
and that was sick. Marion glanced at her brother’s pupils. Normal. 
Only the slightest tension in the wrinkles around his eyes revealed 
that her brother must have recognized someone he’d fought with 
as a child, maybe someone who’d chanted Crazy Helena. And yet 
he was still able to be here sober and converse with these people 
politely. After Marion left, Alvar would join the ring of smokers 
outside, passing around the flask in his pocket and creating a natu-
ral connection with the men of the family. He would probably be 
able to find out everything they needed. Lambert would be pleased 
and give his son another bonus. Marion never got those, unless 
you counted having her own salon.

Alvar noticed his sister’s fingers tearing a napkin and took the 
shreds from her. The floor looked as if a molting chicken had been 
walking around.

“Do you need anything?”
“No, I’m fine.”
“Give your own eulogy for Anita later at home. I’ll tell Lambert 

you did your best here.”
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T
he window was open: street dust covered the sill and had 
blown onto the clothes lying on the couch. Margit’s shirts 
covered the pile of Norma’s mother’s dresses. The dishes on 
the counter were Margit’s, not Norma’s mother’s. The disk in 

the CD player was Suvi Teräsniska, one of Margit’s. The smell of 
Shalimar had been replaced by an imitation scent. The apartment 
no longer felt like her mother’s home, and Norma began to sense 
that she’d made a mistake allowing her aunt to ensconce herself 
here and handle all the funeral arrangements. She had accepted 
the offered help, because after one attempt she hadn’t even been 
able to go into the apartment. The sight she met on the thresh-
old was unbearable: the apartment looked as if her mother were 
simply out running an errand and would be back at any moment. 
That was why she’d let her aunt find her mother’s favorite dress, 
let her remove the ABBA concert ticket attached to the edge of 
the mirror, let her take the Shalimar off the dressing table. Margit 
collected all the things her sister would have wanted in her casket, 
even though she didn’t know anything about her.

Only Norma knew why the Shalimar should go with her mother. 
In the hospital after Norma’s birth, her mother had  awoken to the 
smells of bergamot and lemon and had suddenly been utterly, com-
pletely sure that everything would be fine. They would survive, 
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despite it all. They would survive together, just the two of them, 
and they wouldn’t need Reijo or anyone else. Later her mother 
had recognized the scent in the village drugstore and purchased 
the perfume, ignoring the cost. This was the smell of the greatest  
turning point in her life. Norma lit a cigarette. She alone had let her 
aunt foul the scene of the crime— when she noticed herself think-
ing of her mother’s home as a crime scene, she was startled and 
swept her hair aside as if wanting to brush the thought away. As she 
tried desperately to find a rational reason for her mother’s actions, 
she strained to see mystery where there was none. Max Lambert’s 
appearance probably had a perfectly natural  explanation.

Norma lifted the lid of her mother’s laptop, then closed it again. 
The computer wouldn’t contain anything from her mother’s youth, 
which was where the hunt had to go. All the photos from when she 
was younger were in an album in the closet, but now that shelf 
was empty. Finally the photo album turned up on the nightstand,  
blank spots on its previously full pages. Margit had made it here 
first, too. According to her aunt, Norma’s mother hadn’t left her a 
letter, and Norma had trusted Margit, but now she didn’t know why 
she had. Her mother hadn’t even told Margit about being fired, let 
alone about her new job. Margit didn’t know Norma’s mother, not 
as Norma did. She wouldn’t have known where to look, and it was 
beginning to seem that Norma’s laziness might have led her aunt 
to destroy some piece of evidence connected to Lambert. Norma 
nearly called Margit to press her about the photographs. She even 
took out her phone but then threw it back in her purse. Her anger 
was unreasonable. Margit had a right to a few pictures. She had 
gone to so much trouble, taking care of the funeral and handling 
the rent for June and July so there wouldn’t be any rush clearing 
out the apartment and she would have a place to sleep if Norma 
needed her support a little longer.

Norma shoved the computer into her bag, along with the bank 
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codes she found on the table. Then she lit another cigarette and 
began leafing through the album. Her aunt had wanted shots that 
included herself and Norma’s grandmother, rejecting photos of 
Helena and Norma’s mother as young women, or of Helena with 
her children holding cotton candy at an amusement park. In the 
pictures, Norma recognized Helena’s daughter, Marion, who as a 
teenager looked like a young Helena. The madness hadn’t taken 
root in Helena until later. The Helena of the photo album had a 
direct gaze and a dulcet smile.

Norma turned to the final page and was about to stand up when 
she noticed a photo of two couples enjoying a jovial summer day: 
there were her mother and Reijo Ross leaning against each other 
looking at the camera. Next to them a younger version of the man 
Norma met today had his arm around Helena. Under the portrait 
was a Polaroid snapshot. In it a later edition of the same man smiled 
alongside Marion, holding a baby in his arms. On the back of the 
photo was an inscription written in a shaky hand. It was signed by 
Alvar. He had taken the photo himself and asked Norma’s mother 
to visit soon.
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arion’s phone chimed as a message arrived, but it was a 
client, not the girl as she had hoped. Marion’s texts, the 
greeting she’d left on voice mail, and her emails had all 
met the same fate: the girl remained silent.

“I have a meeting in two hours,” Alla said.
Marion looked away from her phone and grabbed the tape 

remover. Alla didn’t inquire about the funeral, instead feigning 
indifference as she had since she stepped through the door of the 
salon, as if she knew that Marion hadn’t learned anything. It was 
her way of rubbing salt in the wound, of demonstrating her posi-
tion and authority.

“I haven’t tried this hair yet in such warm weather. Do you 
think that will make any difference?”

“It’ll stand up to anything: chlorinated water, diving, Vietnam,” 
Marion replied. “Not a single client who’s gone to the tropics has 
complained. Some swimmers have even stopped wearing caps.”

The Hanoi trip was awhile off, and Alla’s hair was in good 
shape. Still, she had wanted new extensions right now, on the day 
of Anita’s funeral. It was an obvious attempt to torment Marion, 
made worse by the way Alla kept chattering about the quality of 
various weaves and current styling trends.
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Of course, Alla had already talked about the funeral with her 
beloved husband, but if Lambert had extracted anything from the 
girl, Alla wouldn’t have been so calm. Or maybe Lambert sent 
Alla to gauge Marion’s behavior, to ensure she was staying on the 
rails and could still handle her work. Maybe that was it. Maybe it 
wasn’t intentional harassment, it just felt like it.

“Show me the reservation book,” Alla said.
Marion handed her the book. Alla hummed in approval. Every-

one was enthralled with the Ukrainian hair, and even Alla’s girl-
friends had switched to Shear Magic to get it. Marion didn’t dare 
touch their reservations, which made rearranging Anita’s appoint-
ments even more difficult. She didn’t want to move reservations 
related to weddings; Shear Magic was responsible for the success 
of those celebrations, and they weren’t going to let that slip. But 
for other clients, she had been forced to find new times, some even 
months away. Still, they were hard pressed. Tonight the final client 
would come at nine in the evening, the first tomorrow morning at 
six. She wasn’t going to survive the wedding season without help.

Alla continued inspecting the reservation book as if she were 
reading the Bible. For Lambert, the revenue at the salon was 
small change, so his attention to its profits was purely superficial. 
They didn’t care about the happiness of the customers as Marion 
did, and Marion was never going to find another apprentice like 
Anita, let alone an experienced professional. No one could soothe 
a woman fretting over her hair as well as Anita could. She had 
been a born hairdresser with a sixth sense for topics people didn’t 
want to discuss. Contrary to Marion’s fears, during her first days 
at work, Anita hadn’t brought up Helena or anything else about 
the past. She hadn’t even commented on the way fate had brought 
them back together after nearly thirty years. When Anita stepped 
through the door of Shear Magic the first time, she didn’t exclaim 
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how much Marion resembled her mother or lay a single word of 
guilt on Marion for not visiting Helena. Longing stung like a barb 
in Marion’s chest. No one had understood her like Anita.

Alla flicked the names in the reservation book with her nails, 
then placed the book in her lap.

“How much more Ukrainian do we have in stock?”
“Enough for a week. Two if we mix it with Russian.”
Alla sighed and glanced at her phone, which was flashing again 

on silent, angling it so Marion would be sure to see who was try-
ing to reach her. The Japanese woman again. Alla dropped the 
phone onto the salon cape that covered her lap. Maybe she wanted 
to emphasize the fact that she didn’t speak with important clients 
when Marion was listening. Or she wanted to demonstrate her 
own power: Alla would answer when it suited her, even when it 
was the Japanese woman.

“What are you planning to offer after that? Max and I were just 
discussing it. You can have a week. Within one week, you have to 
fix your mess.”

Marion felt like grabbing the scissors and plunging them into 
Alla’s neck. The desire was so strong that for a moment Marion 
had to grab the tool cart and squeeze it tight. Alla had influence 
over the clan’s business and also over what Marion’s future would 
look like.

“Max was much more effective at the funeral than you were. 
I won’t even bother asking what you’ve accomplished to fix the 
situation, but the clock is ticking. Tick- tock.” Alla tapped her 
Rolex, a gesture she’d learned from Lambert.

Marion’s eyes itched. Maybe it was pollen. Or the dreams that 
had been destroyed because of Anita’s death. A day before their 
return to Finland, they had sat at a Bangkok rooftop bar and 
 chosen cocktails named Sweet Dreams. They’d toasted the future, 
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and everything had seemed so clear. Marion had thought she might  
go visit Helena after all, with Anita, someday.

Marion looked through the display window to the street. That 
day would never come now. The parking lot was empty. That was 
where she had last seen Anita. Anita had been sitting in the car, 
back straight, eyes forward, chin up. When Marion finally built up 
the courage to go outside, she was already gone.
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t ten to eight, her mother had rushed to the metro station 
even though she should have been on her way to the salon, 
which was just down the street. According to eyewitnesses, 
she had nearly been running, but in the morning a lot of 

people were in a hurry, so no one took any particular notice. 
Norma breathed in the scent of the coffee roastery, the same smell 
that would have been here on her mother’s final morning, and 
crossed Vaasa Square, as her mother had. Quickly she passed the 
crowd waiting outside the market for beer sales to begin, trying 
to see anything that might have influenced her mother’s decision, 
something that could make it comprehensible. Norma had chosen 
some practical ballet flats, capris, and a collared cotton blouse, her 
normal work attire, the same sort of thing her mother had been 
wearing that morning too, and rushed down the escalator to the 
platform, as her mother had done, repeatedly begging pardon as 
she hurried past rubes who didn’t know to keep right and blocked 
the entire width, just as she and her mother had done after moving 
to Helsinki, too. Once at the platform, she sat on the bench that her 
mother had not sat on. No, the metro had careened into the station 
too soon. Her mother had simply tossed her shoes and handbag 
under the bench, and then she had been gone.
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Norma set her bag in the same place her mother had put her own 
and dropped her shoes onto the gray stone paving. Her mother’s 
shoes and bag had been delivered to her without any message. 
She’d removed the lining of the bag in case something had slipped 
behind— but no, there was nothing, just old receipts, a grubby 
Band- Aid, the detritus found in any woman’s handbag. The smells 
of the salon. Hair particles. This was her mother’s work purse, not 
her vacation purse. A hair dye stain. A couple of hairs stuck in the 
zipper, one from an Indian extension, and one blond, presumably 
from a customer. Her mother had left her phone at home. When 
Norma’s aunt brought it to her, she’d been sure she would find a 
message from her mother concealed in its depths. Disappointment 
had made her throw the thing at the wall. The last calls were from 
the week before the Thailand trip, and the messages were about 
changes to appointments and graduation hairdos. All the mes-
sages and calls were connected to Shear Magic. Her mother had 
been the salon’s Facebook page administrator, and she’d written 
the latest post just a few hours before her departure: After she gets 
back from vacation, Anita will be available again to conjure up 
an unforgettable style for your special day! On sale now: genuine 
tape- in human hair extensions!

Currents of air brushed Norma’s ankles as train after train zipped 
past. Metro guards came and went. Clubs, bulletproof vests, com-
bat boots. Open, close, in, out. Signals warning of shutting doors. 
The mandarin- colored sides of the cars. Sausage advertisements, 
smiling celebrity chefs, birch benches on the platform. The heavy 
velvet skirts of the Finnish Roma, hands carrying beer bottles, 
methadone teeth. People returning from vacation. People leaving 
on vacation. Roller bags, homeless people carrying bundles, faded 
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plastic sacks. Efficient briefcases rushing to work, quick steps, skirts 
smelling detergent fresh. Jackets, nonslip summer panty hose new 
from the package, without toe reinforcements. New high- heel tips. 
Virgin hair weaves, Indian and Russian, a few Malaysian. Bonding 
glue, melatonin pills, hormone therapy, tenderloin, expensive hair 
nutrients. Her mother’s final scenery.

The clock moved past noon. Her mother hadn’t gotten to see the 
slower steps of the midday passengers on the platform or their less 
careful grooming. She hadn’t smelled the cheaper perfumes, the 
forgotten deodorant, the uncut hair, the sweaty smells of yester-
day’s food and beer, cola drinks and mustard, Imovane and antide-
pressants. She didn’t notice the Somali girls and the glints of light 
on the pins in their carefully folded headscarves, the quick weaves 
the immigrants used, the stay- at- home dads with their strollers, 
the bearded ones with brand- new sneakers, rolled- up pants, and 
dandified baseball caps. She didn’t smell the wake of incense trail-
ing the ones headed for Goa for the coming winter, the hot chilies, 
the sugary sweetness of the pot.

Norma still sat on the bench.
The spoons she stored in the freezer had calmed the swelling of 

her eyelids from crying, but the effect had worn off as the morn-
ing went on. The spoons were one of her mother’s beauty tips. She 
and Helena had also used them to curl their lashes when they were 
younger. Norma pressed her fingers to her eyes. All these people, 
all this bustling. As they returned to the platform and climbed 
back aboveground to look for a streetcar or a bus, everyone on 
the metro that morning had known before her that something had 
happened. At the moment when she was still spraying Elnett into 
her hair and hoping the labor negotiations would end, they had all 
known. Hundreds of people had cursed the change in their rou-
tine, their missed meetings, and had known before her.
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A few years before, she and her mother had experienced the 
same thing together. They’d been traveling on the train toward 
Helsinki, and suddenly Norma’s hair began to curl. They had cho-
sen seats in the allergy compartment, so there were no extra irri-
tants. She was startled. Her mother suggested cognac, and then 
just at that moment the train stopped. The announcement didn’t 
mention a reason. Even so, everyone had known instinctively that 
soon officials would arrive to begin collecting body parts from the 
tracks. Everyone traveling on the train had known before the fam-
ily of the person who walked in front of it. Norma’s mother had 
seen her reaction then and had still chosen such a brutal way— of 
all the metro stations, this platform was on Norma’s way to work.

The vibration of her phone snapped Norma back to reality. A 
guard who seemed to be watching her had appeared near the bench. 
Norma moved closer to the other people loitering on the platform. 
The call was from Shear Magic again, from Marion. Norma didn’t 
answer. She wouldn’t know how to be natural with Marion, and 
she didn’t want to talk to her, let alone see her, even though Mar-
ion would know what mood Norma’s mother had been in during 
her final days at work and might have an explanation for her own 
father’s strange behavior. Norma had run into Marion a couple of 
times when she and Norma’s mother had been leaving work at the 
same time. A cloud of salon scents had surrounded Marion, dis-
gusting Norma, who avoided looking her in the eyes. That was 
why she had retreated from Marion at the funeral, hiding behind 
the other mourners. What Helena did had scarred her entire family 
for all eternity. People treated them with either unnatural empathy 
or irritating curiosity. Never like normal people. Her mother had 
hated that, but now Norma had acted exactly the same way.
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lvar turned the key in the lock. While Marion removed her 
sandals in the entryway, Alvar tromped right in, heedless 
of the rattan basket from which Marion grabbed a pair of 
Anita’s guest slippers. In the draft, the dust on the window-

sill in the living room took flight. Marion wiped her cheek, and as 
she swallowed a sneeze, Alvar was already pulling open drawers in 
the dressing table, rummaging through their contents as if doing 
accounting, with the same exactness, the same alertness, ready to 
latch on to any clue. Alvar trusted his own eyes more than he did 
Lambert’s guard dogs, who had visited the apartment immediately 
after the accident and copied the contents of Anita’s laptop. They 
hadn’t found anything noteworthy on the machine, and Alvar had 
been waiting for this moment with the empty apartment. One of 
the boys watching the building had called Alvar as soon as the 
coast was clear.

“Look for any address books, postcards, scribbled notes, credit 
card bills, plane tickets, hotel receipts, or rental car paperwork,” 
Alvar said. “Other phones, memory cards.”

Marion saw from Alvar’s expression what he was thinking: that 
he should have handled this whole job himself. Then mistakes like 
this wouldn’t have happened. They would know who had deliv-
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ered the Ukrainian hair to Anita, Marion wouldn’t have to worry 
about what to replace it with, and Alvar would receive one more of 
his numerous bonuses. This episode, which had shocked the clan, 
would be wiped away, and they would be safe again.

“Margit lived here for more than a week, and plenty of other 
people have probably been here, too,” Marion said, even though 
she knew the surveillance had begun immediately after Anita’s 
death. The clan’s mongrels already knew everyone who lived in the 
stairwell, their families, their pets, their daily rituals. Any strang-
ers would be recognized instantly, and Lambert had probably also 
sent to the funeral one of the boys who stood guard outside Anita’s 
building. Otherwise her brother wouldn’t be so sure that Margit 
was the only one of the funeral guests who had visited the apart-
ment. No one slipped through Lambert’s network of thugs, ever.

“Tell me one more time what you saw at the funeral.”
“How many times do I have to repeat this?” Marion said. “Ask 

your men why they didn’t find anything here.” She glanced at the 
clock. Norma was at work, and Margit was away, so Alvar had 
the whole day. He didn’t need Marion here, and she didn’t want 
to be here. She shouldn’t be here. She felt like crying and wiped 
her cheeks again, mumbling something about allergies. The clan 
just wanted to torment her. That was why she had to come along. 
Alvar was still tossing the dressing table, lifting bottles and jars, 
opening boxes. In one drawer, he found a picture of Anita and Hel-
ena in long flowery skirts from sometime long ago. Marion turned 
her head away.

“Think more carefully,” Alvar demanded as he shoved the pic-
ture into his pocket. “Maybe you forgot something.”

“Margit could have taken anything.”
“I understand she didn’t take much. All she put in her car was 

a small roller suitcase, a garment bag, some plastic sacks, a few 
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houseplants, and an old tube radio,” Alvar rattled off. “Norma 
helped her carry it all, and then they hugged. Margit hung on 
Norma, who only looked bored. You knew Anita best. If anyone 
can find a clue, it’s you.”

Marion glanced at the shelves: art books, hair books, medical 
books, genetics books. Three English biographies of Elizabeth 
Siddal, two of the Sutherland sisters, one of Martha Harper, and 
three guides on doing extensions. No wonder Anita had been so 
good at her job— she had read practically everything about the 
hair industry.

Alvar grabbed a book off the shelf titled The Belle Époque, 
flipped through it from cover to cover, and put it back.

“The last bundle went for five thousand dollars per kilo.”
“I know!”
“Lambert can send someone to search Margit’s apartment. We 

should’ve come here ourselves after the accident.”
Alvar’s complaining was pointless. Anita’s actions had put 

everyone on edge, and before making any moves, they’d had to 
make sure no one else was watching the apartment. They didn’t 
want another ambush; the leaders of the clan had to be able to keep 
an appropriate distance. But by the time the building had been 
declared clear, Margit had already ensconced herself in Anita’s 
home. The lights had shined through the night, and apparently her 
wailing had been audible all the way down the stairwell. Accord-
ing to Lambert’s dogs, the woman hadn’t gone out at all other than 
to visit a funeral parlor and then only briefly. Norma had stayed 
home with no sign of guests.

Alvar stopped in front of a camera on a shelf. It was new and expen-
sive. The memory card was missing. Alvar placed the camera back 
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on the shelf and returned to Anita’s dressing table. The edges of 
the mirror were crammed full of postcards and photographs from 
Tenerife, Rhodes, Stockholm, Tallinn, Athens, Rome, and An talya.  
The Canary Islands. Costa del Sol.

“If Anita had been traveling to Kiev for years and had distant 
relatives in Ukraine, why aren’t there any cards from there?” 
Alvar said. “What if the hair is really coming from somewhere 
else? No one at the funeral had heard of any Ukrainian relatives, 
not even a Ukrainian girlfriend or wife.”

“Where else could it have come from?”
“Anita must have been getting it through a go- between. We 

need to find that intermediary.”
Marion glanced at her watch. She had to get back to the salon. 

Her next customer was coming in half an hour. She grabbed  Anita’s 
spare keys from Alvar in case the girl came to get some of Anita’s 
things. Keys to the attic and cellar hung from hooks by the door. 
Alvar could handle those.
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